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We study the strong coupling limit of the 2-flavor lattice Schwinger model in the Hamiltonian formalism using stag-
gered fermions. We show that the problem of finding the low lying states is equivalent to solving the Heisenberg
antiferromagnetic spin chain. We find good agreement with the continuum theory.

Very appealing is the idea that solvable models for sim-
ple spin- 1

2 quantum antiferromagnets are related to quan-
tized gauge theories. In particular, we think it is interest-
ing to exhibit a gauge theory with the same low-lying ex-
citations of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain, since
this system admits spin- 1

2 quark-like spinon excitations,
but has physical states with integer spin and an even
number of spinons [1]. The main purpose of this Letter
is to establish the correspondence between the low-lying
excitations of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain and
those of the 2-flavor Schwinger model.

A relation between quantum antiferromagnets and
gauge theories is widely known to appear in various con-
texts. For example, a mechanism of confinement for spin-
Peierls antiferromagnets was introduced in [2]. A related
idea has been pursued by Laughlin [3] who argued that
analogies exist between spectral data of gauge theories
and of strongly correlated electron systems. The analogy
has also been used to discuss spin ladders [4].

In the context of conventional lattice gauge theory,
it is known that features of the strong coupling limit,
particularly those involving chiral symmetry breaking,
have analogs in quantum spin systems [5]. In many
cases, the problem of finding the ground state of the
strongly coupled lattice gauge theory is equivalent to
finding the ground state of a generalized quantum an-
tiferromagnet [6]. This could possibly be exploited to
obtain non-perturbative information about the structure
of the gauge theory states.

This approach suffers from the fact that strong cou-
pling limits of gauge theories are highly non-universal.
In four or less dimensions, the continuum limit and the
universal behavior occur at weak coupling. There are
many choices of strong coupling theory which should pro-
duce identical continuum physics. In spite of this dif-
ficulty, there exist strong coupling computations which
claim some degree of success [7]. In a previous paper [8]
we re-examined the lattice Schwinger model using stag-
gered fermions in the Hamiltonian formulation. The stag-
gered fermions possess a discrete chiral symmetry and we
showed how chiral symmetry breaking, which arises from

the axial anomaly in the continuum theory, is the result
of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the strong coupling
limit. The solution of the strong coupling problem was
identical to solving a particular type of Ising system with
long-ranged interaction. We showed that the mass of the
elementary excitation and the chiral condensate could be
computed reliably from an extrapolation to weak cou-
pling using Padé approximants. Our analysis improved
previous ones by taking careful account of all discrete
symmetries of the continuum theory.

In this Letter, we shall test these ideas further by ex-
amining the ground state and low energy excitations of
the strongly coupled 2-flavor Schwinger model. We make
the point that, even with its inherent nonuniversality,
the most straightforward strong coupling limit makes ac-
curate predictions of the masses and quantum numbers
of the known elementary excitations of the continuum
model. It also gives an intuitive picture of the nonper-
turbative features of the ground state.

We show that to find the strong coupling ground state,
we must solve for the ground state of the Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnetic spin chain. This state and its excitations
are known explicitly from the Bethe ansatz [9]. We show
that these states have the spectrum and quantum num-
bers which are expected for the ground state and massless
excitations of the 2-flavor Schwinger model in the contin-
uum. We stress that this is a non-trivial correspondence
which would not be easy to find at weak coupling. Chi-
ral symmetry breaking in the Schwinger model would be
identical to formation in the antiferromagnet of either
commensurate density waves when

〈

ψ̄ψ
〉

6= 0 or antifer-

romagnetic order when
〈

ψ̄σaψ
〉

6= 0. The Bethe ansatz
solution of the antiferromagnet shares the property of the
2-flavor Schwinger model that there are no condensates
of this form. The lowest lying excitations of the antifer-
romagnet are a singlet and a triplet [1]. We shall show
that they have identical parity and G-parity to the low-
est lying excitations of the continuum 2-flavor Schwinger
model [10].

Aside from the massless excitations, we find good
agreement at strong coupling with the quantum num-
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bers and mass of the Schwinger model boson, which we
find is created from the Bethe ansatz ground state by
charge transport. We show that essential quantities in
the strong coupling expansion can be expressed in terms
of spin-spin correlators of the quantum antiferromagnet.

The Hamiltonian, gauge constraint and non-vanishing
(anti-)commutators of the continuum 2-flavor Schwinger
model are

H =

∫

dx[
e2

2
E2(x) +

2
∑

a=1

ψ†
a(x)α (i∂x + eA(x))ψa(x)]

∂xE(x) +
∑2

a=1 ψ
†
a(x)ψa(x) ∼ 0

[A(x), E(y)] = iδ(x− y),
{

ψa(x), ψ†
b(y)

}

= δabδ(x− y)

A lattice Hamiltonian, constraint and (anti-) commuta-
tors that reduce to these in the naive continuum limit
are

HS =
e2a

2

N
∑

x=1

E2
x − it

2a

N
∑

x=1

2
∑

a=1

(ψ†
a,x+1e

iAxψa,x − h.c.)

Ex − Ex−1 + ψ†
1,xψ1,x + ψ†

2,xψ2,x − 1 ∼ 0 , (1)

[Ax, Ey] = iδx,y ,
{

ψa,x, ψ
†
b,y

}

= δabδxy

where the fermion fields are defined on the sites, x =
1, ..., N , the gauge and the electric fields, Ax and Ex, on
the links [x;x + 1], N is an even integer and, when N
is finite, periodic boundary conditions should be used.
When N is finite, the continuum limit is the two flavor
Schwinger model on a circle. In Eq.(1) the constant 1 has
been subtracted from the naively defined charge density
operator, in order to make the gauge generator odd un-
der the usual charge conjugation transformation. The
properly defined charge density reads

ρ(x) = ψ†
1,xψ1,x + ψ†

2,xψ2,x − 1 (2)

and vanishes on every site occupied by only one particle.
The lattice 2-flavor Schwinger model is equivalent to a

one dimensional quantum Coulomb gas on a lattice with
two different kinds of particles. To see this we fix the
Coulomb gauge, Ax = A. Eliminating the non-constant
electric field using the gauge constraint, one obtains the
effective Hamiltonian where the constant modes of the
gauge field decouple in the thermodynamic limit N −→
∞ [8]. In this limit the Schwinger Hamiltonian, rescaled
by the factor e2a/2, becomes H = H0 + ǫHh, where

H0 =
∑

x>y

[
(x − y)2

N
− (x− y)]ρ(x)ρ(y) , (3)

Hh = −i(R− L) (4)

and ǫ = t/e2a2. In Eq.(4) the right R and left L hopping
operators have been defined (L = R†)

R =

N
∑

x=1

Rx =

N
∑

x=1

2
∑

a=1

R(a)
x =

N
∑

x=1

2
∑

a=1

ψ†
a,x+1e

iAψa,x

On a periodic chain they commute, [R,L] = 0.
We shall consider a strong coupling perturbative ex-

pansion where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
Hp the perturbation. The H0 ground state is highly de-
generate. Due to (2), every state with one particle per
site, has zero energy. There are 2N states of this type.

First order perturbations to the vacuum energy vanish.
The leading term in the vacuum energy is of order ǫ2

E
(2)
0 =< H†

h

Π

E
(0)
0 −H0

Hh > (5)

where the expectation values are defined on the degen-
erate subspace and Π is a projection operator which
projects orthogonal to the set of states with one particle
per site. Due to the vanishing of the charge density on the
ground states of the H0, the commutator [H0, Hh] = Hh

holds on any linear combination of the degenerate ground
states. Consequently, from Eq.(5) one finds

E
(2)
0 = −2 < RL > (6)

On the ground state the combination RL can be reex-
pressed in terms of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. By in-
troducing the Schwinger spin operators

~Sx = ψ†
a,x

~σab

2
ψb,x (7)

the Heisenberg Hamiltonian HJ =
∑N

x=1(
~Sx · ~Sx+1 − 1

4 )
reads

HJ = −
N

∑

x=1

(
1

2
LxRx +

1

4
ρ(x)ρ(x + 1)) (8)

so that on the degenerate subspace we have

< HJ >=<

N
∑

x=1

(−1

2
LxRx) > (9)

Taking into account that products of Lx and Ry at dif-
ferent points have vanishing expectation values on the
ground states, and using Eq.(9), Eq.(6) reads

E
(2)
0 = 4 < HJ > (10)

The problem of determining the correct ground state,
on which to perform the perturbative expansion, is then
reduced to the diagonalization of the Heisenberg spin
Hamiltonian. As is well known, in one dimension HJ

is exactly diagonalizable [9,1].
On a given site, the presence of a flavor 1 particle can

be represented, in the spin model, by the presence of
a spin up, a flavor 2 particle by the presence of a spin
down. The number of the HJ eigenstates is 2N . Among
these, the spin singlet with lowest energy is the non de-
generate ground state |g.s. >. Consequently, |g.s. > is
the ground state that must be used in the strong cou-
pling perturbation theory of the two flavor Schwinger
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model. |g.s. > is translationally invariant, namely it is
invariant under the discrete chiral symmetry [8]. There-
fore, at variance with the one flavor case, the chiral sym-
metry cannot be spontaneously broken even in the in-
finite coupling limit. |g.s. > has vanishing charge den-
sity on each site, so that it does not support any elec-
tric flux ρ(x)|g.s. >= 0 , Ex|g.s. >= 0 (x = 1, ..., N).
|g.s. > is expressed as a linear combination of all the
states with N/2 spins up and N/2 spins down. The
eigenvalue of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian on this state
in the thermodynamic limit is known [9,1], HJ |g.s. >=
(−N ln 2)|g.s. >, and it provides the second order cor-

rection Eq.(10), E
(2)
g.s. = −4N ln 2, to the vacuum energy.

We now show that it is possible to identify the low ly-
ing excitations of the Schwinger model with those of the
Heisenberg model and that the mass gaps of any other ex-
citation can be expressed as functions of v.e.v.’s of powers
of HJ and spin-spin correlation functions.

The continuum 2-flavor Schwinger model excitations
are characterized by the quantum numbers of P - and G-
parity. For the massive model, in the limit where the
mass of the fermions is small compared to e2 (strong
coupling), Coleman showed [10] that the lightest state
is IPG = 1−+ and the next state up is IPG = 0++.
The Schwinger model in this limit is equivalent to a sine-
Gordon in d = 1+1 and the low lying states can be inter-
preted as soliton-antisoliton states. There are also other
states in the theory, way up in mass, e.g. a pseudoscalar
isosinglet IPG = 0−−, G-odd with mass m =

√

2/π e.
All these excitations can be reobtained on the lattice. In
the limit of vanishing fermion mass the first two corre-
spond to massless Heisenberg states, the massive states
are instead generated by fermion transport.

As we have shown, the Schwinger model vacuum, is
the ground state of the antiferromagnet, |g.s. >, thus
any excitation should be created from this state. There
are two different types of excitations that can be created
from |g.s. >. Those that involve only spin flipping and
those that involve fermion transport besides spin flip-
ping. The excitations of the first type have lower en-
ergy since no electric flux is created, those of the second
type have a higher energy and the lowest energy ones oc-
cur when the fermion is transported a minimal distance,
since the energy is proportional to the coupling times
the length of the electric flux that is created. Only the
first type of excitations can be described in terms of the
Heisenberg model excited states. In [1] a complete clas-
sification of the Heisenberg model excitations has been
given. It was shown that any excitation can be inter-
preted as the scattering of quasiparticles of spin 1/2, and
that in physical states there is only an even number of
these kink-spin waves, so that there are only states with
integer spin. In the thermodynamic limit the two low-
est excitations are a triplet and a singlet, they have a
dispersion relation depending on 2 parameters, (the mo-
menta of the two kinks) and for vanishing total momen-
tum (relative to the ground state momentum Pg.s. = 0

for N/2 even, Pg.s. = π for N/2 odd) they are degenerate
with the ground state. This interpretation is consistent
with the one given by Coleman in terms of solitons in
the Schwinger model. In fact these excitations also have
the correct Schwinger model quantum numbers (the spin
becomes the isospin) and energies, so that they can be
identified with the lowest lying excitation for this model
in strong coupling. There is a whole set of excitation of
this type (in the notation of Ref. [1], all those belonging
to the class MAF ) all of them, for zero momentum in
the thermodynamic limit, would be gapless. They are
eigenstate of the total momentum. A G-parity transfor-
mation corresponds to a translation by one site, therefore
at zero momentum they have a positive G-parity (with
respect to the G-parity of the ground state) as expected
for the low lying Schwinger model states. For finite sys-
tems these excitations are gapped so that the P-parity
is a well defined quantum number. The P-parity and
spin of the lowest lying excitations has been considered
in [11] and the two lowest-lying states were shown to be
sP = 1− and sP = 0+, i.e. with the parity of the lowest-
lying states found by Coleman in the Schwinger model.

Let us discuss their energies. The excitation masses
are given by the difference between the energy of the ex-
citation and the energy of the ground state at zero mo-
mentum. The strong coupling perturbative expansion for
the energies of any of the state belonging to MAF , which
we denote by the generic symbol |ex >, have the same
expression as those of the ground state. Consequently if
the states |ex > are taken at zero momentum, up to the
second order in the strong coupling expansion, they have

the same energy of the ground state (5), E
(2)
ex = −4N ln 2.

To this order the mass gap is zero. At higher orders a
mass gap might arise, due to the fact that correlators of

spin products ~Sx · ~Sx+d with d > 1 arise and these might
be different on the ground state and on the excited states.
The values of these correlators is not known, only on the
ground state they have been considered in [12] and their
asymptotic behavior has been computed in [13]. The low-
est lying among the state |ex >, have the correct quan-
tum numbers, are gapless, at least up to second order in
the strong coupling expansion, and can then be identified
with the lowest lying excitations of the Schwinger model.

Let us now consider the states obtained by fermion
transport of one site on the Heisenberg model ground
state. Using the spatial component of the Schwinger
model currents two states can be created, a pseudoscalar
isosinglet IPG = 0−−, G-odd, and a pseudoscalar
isotriplet IPG = 1−+, G-even (the quantum numbers
are relative to those of the ground state IPG

g.s. = 0++ for

N/2 even IPG
g.s. = 0−− for N/2 odd). The lattice opera-

tors with the correct quantum numbers that create these
states at zero momentum, acting on |g.s. >, and the cor-
responding states, read

S = R+ L , |S >= |0−− >= S|g.s. > (11)

T+ = (T−)† = R(12) + L(12) (12)
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T0 =
1√
2
(R(11) + L(11) −R(22) − L(22)) (13)

|T± > = |1−+,±1 >= T±|g.s. > (14)

|T0 > = |1−+, 0 >= T0|g.s. > (15)

R(ab) and L(ab) in (12,13) are the right and left hopping
operators (L(ab) = (R(ab))†)

R(ab) =

N
∑

x=1

ψ†
a,x+1e

iAψb,x

Due to the mapping on the Heisenberg model the norm
of these states can be easily computed

< S|S > = < g.s.|S†S|g.s. >= −4 < g.s.|HJ |g.s. >

< T+|T+ > =
2

3
(N+ < g.s.|HJ |g.s. >)

< T0|T0 >=< T−|T− >=< T+|T+ >, |g.s. > is normal-
ized to the unity.

The isosinglet energy up to the second order is ES =

E
(0)
S + ǫ2E

(2)
S , where one has

E
(0)
S =

< S|H0|S >
< S|S > = 1 (16)

E
(2)
S =

< S|H†
hΛSHh|S >

< S|S > (17)

with ΛS = ΠS

E
(0)

S
−H0

and 1 − ΠS a projection operator

onto |S >. Using the commutators [H0, (ΠSHh)nS] =
(n + 1)(ΠSHh)nS, (n = 0, 1, . . .), that hold when act-
ing on |g.s. >, Eq.(17) can be written in terms of spin
correlators as

E
(2)
S = E(2)

g.s. + 4 −
∑N

x=1 < g.s.|~Sx · ~Sx+2 − 1
4 |g.s. >

< g.s.|HJ |g.s. >

At the zeroth perturbative order the pseudoscalar

triplet is completely degenerate with the isosingletE
(0)
T =

E
(0)
S = 1. The second order energy of the states (14) and

(15) can also be computed with an analogous procedure

E
(2)
T = E(2)

g.s. − ∆DS(T ) −
4 < g.s.|HJ |g.s. > +5

∑N

x=1 < g.s.|~Sx · ~Sx+2 − 1
4 |g.s. >

N+ < g.s.|HJ |g.s. >

where, introducing the operator ~V =
∑N

x=1
~Sx ∧ ~Sx+1,

∆DS(T±) = 12
< g.s.|(V1)

2|g.s. > + < g.s.|(V2)
2|g.s. >

N+ < g.s.|HJ |g.s. >

∆DS(T0) = 12
2 < g.s.|(V3)

2|g.s. >
N+ < g.s.|HJ |g.s. >

.

The v.e.v. of each squared component of ~V on the rota-
tionally invariant singlet |g.s. > give the same contribu-
tion: ∆DS(T±) = ∆DS(T0), so that the triplet states (as

in the continuum) have a degenerate mass gap. We veri-
fied this by direct computation on finite size systems. We
used also finite size systems computations to demonstrate
that ∆DS is of zeroth order in N. The excitation masses
are given by mS = ES−Eg.s. and mT = ET −Eg.s.. Con-
sequently, the (N -dependent) ground state energy terms

appearing in E
(2)
S and E

(2)
T cancel and what is left are

only N independent terms. This is a good check of our
computation, being the mass an intensive quantity.

The novel idea put forward in this letter is that in
the strong coupling, all the low-lying excitations of the
Schwinger model can be identified with those of the
Heisenberg model and the mass spectrum of the 2-flavor
Schwinger model is computable in terms of spin-spin cor-
relators of the Heisenberg model. This shows that in
strong coupling there is an exact mapping between the
gauge theory and the quantum antiferromagnetic Heisen-
berg chain. Such a mapping was conjectured in [6,4]. As
evidenced in [12,13], the explicit evaluation of the perti-
nent spin-spin correlators is far from being trivial. It is
an interesting problem in its own right to derive expres-
sions for spin correlators usable in the evaluation of the
mass spectrum of the 2-flavor Schwinger model. We may
devote our attention to this problem in a future publica-
tion. This work is supported in part by the Natural Sci-
ences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, the
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare and M.U.R.S.T.
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